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The criminal justice system in a democratic society serves many vital social purposes. Among the most important is deterring crime. Going back to the pioneering work of the Enlightenment philosopher Cesare Beccaria, deterrence theorists have distinguished between the certainty and severity of punishment. Conventional wisdom, backed by considerable research evidence, is that the certainty of punishment, not its severity, is the more effective deterrent. Recent reviews of that evidence has led me to a refinement of the certainty principle—it is the certainty of apprehension not the severity of the ensuing consequences that is the more effective deterrent. This conclusion has several important implications for policy. First, it calls into question the effectiveness of over four decades of U.S. crime-control policy predicated on the premise that lengthy prison sentences are an effective deterrent to crime. Second, according to the revised certainty principle, crime-prevention policy should instead focus on bolstering the certainty of apprehension. Such policies mostly involve increasing police numbers or better use of the police by their strategic deployment in ways that heighten their presence in high-crime areas and/or reduce criminal opportunities at such places.

INTRODUCTION

The criminal justice system in a democratic society serves many vital social purposes. Among the most important is preventing crime. The system’s activities may prevent crime by three mechanisms. One is incapacitation. Convicted offenders are often punished with imprisonment. Incapacitation refers to the crimes averted by their physical isolation during the period of their incarceration. Two other mechanisms involve possible behavioral responses. The threat of punishment may discourage criminal acts. In economics, this effect is called deterrence, whereas in criminology, it is referred to as general deterrence. The second behavioral mechanism concerns the effect of the actual experience of punishment on reoffending. In criminology, this effect is termed

specific deterrence. Note, however, that there are many sound reasons for suspecting that the experience of punishment might not have the chastening effect that is implied by the label but instead might increase, not decrease, future offending. However labeled, the primary focus of this chapter is research evidence on the crime-prevention effects of the threat of punishment, which will hereafter be referred to as deterrence.

A discussion of the policy implications of the research evidence on deterrence, however, requires consideration of the evidence on specific deterrence and incapacitation because the three are inextricably linked. Incapacitation and specific deterrence (i.e., the effect of the experience of punishment) are the fallout of the failure of deterrence to prevent the crime from happening in the first place. More than 250 years ago, Cesare Beccaria observed “it is better to prevent crimes than punish them.” Crime prevention by incapacitation necessarily requires higher imprisonment rates and all the attendant social costs. Concerning specific deterrence, research has shown that the experience of punishment specifically as it relates to imprisonment does not have a chastening effect on future crime. My own review of this evidence has led my co-authors and me to the conclusion: “Compared with noncustodial sanctions, incarceration appears to have a null or mildly criminogenic effect on future criminal behavior.” By contrast, if crime can be deterred from occurring, there is no perpetrator to punish, and, as Beccaria points out, all the ensuing social costs attending imprisonment are thereby averted.

Beccaria’s observation about the social value of preventing crime rather than punishing it is also a reminder of his conclusion: “One of the greatest curbs on crime is not the cruelty of punishments, but their infallibility.… The certainty of punishment even if moderate will always make a stronger impression.” Research conducted two centuries after this pronouncement generally supports Beccaria’s prediction. However, recent reviews of the
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deterrence literature by myself and co-authors\(^7\) have led me to a refinement of Beccaria’s “certainty principle”—it is the certainty of apprehension, not the severity of the ensuing consequences, that is the more effective deterrent. The revised certainty principle has two important implications. First, it calls into question the effectiveness of over four decades of U.S. crime-control policy predicated on the premise that lengthy prison sentences are an effective deterrent to crime. For reasons that I will elaborate upon, lengthy prison sentences are also a very inefficient way of preventing crime by incapacitation. Second, according to the revised certainty principle, crime-prevention policy should instead focus on bolstering the certainty of apprehension. Such policies mostly involve increasing police numbers or better use of the police by their strategic deployment in ways that heighten their presence in high-crime areas and/or reduce criminal opportunities at such places.

I. THEORY OF DETERRENCE

Since Beccaria and the other co-founder of deterrence theory, Jeremy Bentham, three key concepts have underlaid theories about deterrence—the certainty, severity, and immediacy of punishment. Certainty refers to the probability of legal sanction given commission of crime; severity refers to the onerousness of the legal consequences if a sanction is imposed; and immediacy (a.k.a. celerity) refers to the lapse in time between commission of the crime and its punishment. Most modern theories of deterrence, whether originating from economics or from the rational-choice tradition in criminology, focus only on the certainty and severity of punishment. Immediacy has been given far less attention. In part, the inattention to immediacy reflects the difficulty of measuring it. However, another factor is that even in theory, the swiftness of punishment, except for the payment of a monetary fine, has an ambiguous incentive effect. While it is always advantageous to delay payment of a monetary fine, there is nothing irrational about a desire to get non-monetary punishment over with. Further complicating matters is that most non-monetary legal sanctions (e.g., imprisonment) are themselves experienced over time.

As discussed below, there is far more empirical support for the deterrent effect of changes in the certainty of punishment than changes in the severity of punishment. One explanation for the larger deterrent effectiveness of certainty compared to severity involves informal sanction costs such as censure by
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friends and family and loss of social and economic standing. Informal costs may far exceed formal sanction costs and also may be more closely tied to the certainty of punishment than the severity of formal sanctions. Consequently, merely being arrested for committing a crime may trigger the imposition of informal sanctions regardless of the severity of the ensuing consequences. Williams and Hawkins use the term “fear of arrest” to label the deterrent effect of informal-sanction cost.8

The concept of fear of arrest is a reminder that the certainty of punishment is itself a product of a series of conditional probabilities associated with various stages of the criminal justice system—probability of apprehension, probability of conviction given apprehension, and so on. Each of these conditional probabilities has costs associated with them, and there is no reason in principle that equal changes in each should necessarily have the same deterrent effect. Stated differently, a 1% increase in probability of apprehension effect may have a very different deterrent effect than a 1% increase in the probability of imprisonment given conviction.

II. REVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE

A. DETERRENT EFFECT OF IMPRISONMENT

There have been two distinct waves of studies of the deterrent effect of imprisonment. Studies in the 1960s and 1970s, which were primarily cross-sectional analyses of states, examined the relationship of the state’s crime rate to the certainty of punishment, measured by the ratio of prison admissions to reported crimes, and the severity of punishment measured by median time served in prison. These studies suffered from a number of serious statistical flaws.9 One was that they confounded deterrent and incapacitation effects. The second was more fundamental. There are many good reasons for believing that crime rates and sanction levels mutually influence each other. Indeed, Becker’s classic economic theory of crime10 is predicated on their mutual (endogenous) determination. As a consequence, it was not possible to make a determination whether the associations between crime rates and sanction levels measured by these studies reflected the effect of sanction levels on crime or crime on sanction levels. Stated differently, it was not possible to distinguish cause from effect.

In response to these deficiencies, a second generation of studies emerged in the 1990s. Unlike the first-generation studies, second-generation studies had a longitudinal component in which data were analyzed not only across states but also over time. Another important difference is that the second-generation studies did not attempt to estimate certainty and severity effects separately. Instead, they examined the relationship between the crime rate and rate of imprisonment (prisoners per capita).

Durlauf and Nagin discuss at length the reasons why these studies provide little useful information on deterrence. One is that, like the earlier studies, they confound deterrent and incapacitation effects. Second, like the earlier studies, with the possible exception of Levitt and Johnson and Raphael, they do not resolve the identification problem resulting from the endogenous determination of crime rates and imprisonment rates. Third, all of these studies suffer from an important theoretical flaw. Prison population is not a policy variable; rather, it is an outcome of sanction policies dictating who goes to prison and for how long—namely, the certainty and severity of punishment. In all incentive-based theories of criminal behavior in the tradition of Bentham and Beccaria, including most importantly Becker’s, the deterrence response to sanction threats is posed in terms of the certainty and severity of punishment, not the imprisonment rate. Therefore, to predict how changes in certainty and severity might affect the crime rate requires knowledge of the relationship of the crime rate to certainty and severity as separate entities, which is not provided by the literature relating the crime rate to the imprisonment rate.

I turn now to five studies that in my judgment report convincing evidence of the deterrent effect of incarceration. They also nicely illustrate diversity in the deterrent response to the threat of imprisonment. These studies are: Weisburd, Einat, and Kowalski, who studied the use of imprisonment to enforce fine payment and found a substantial deterrent effect; Helland and Tabarrok, who analyzed the deterrent effect of California’s third-strike provision and found a moderate deterrent effect; Raphael and Ludwig, who examined the deterrent
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effect of prison-sentence enhancements for gun crimes and found no effect; and Lee and McCrary\textsuperscript{16} and Hjalmarsson,\textsuperscript{17} who examined the heightened threat of imprisonment that attends coming under the jurisdiction of the adult courts at the age of majority (i.e., the legal threshold for adulthood, often age 18) and found no deterrent effect.

Weisburd, Einat, and Kowalski\textsuperscript{18} reported on a randomized field trial of alternative strategies for incentivizing the payment of court-ordered fines. The most salient finding was that the imminent threat of incarceration provides a powerful incentive to pay delinquent fines, even when the incarceration is only for a short period. They called this effect “the miracle of the cells.” The miracle of the cells provides valuable perspective on the conclusion that the certainty rather than the severity of punishment is the more powerful deterrent. Consistent with the “certainty principle,” the common feature of treatment conditions involving incarceration is a high certainty of imprisonment for failure to pay the fine. However, the fact that the authors labeled the response the “miracle of the cells” and not the “miracle of certainty” is telling. Their choice of label is a reminder that certainty must result in a distasteful consequence in order for it to be a deterrent. The consequences need not be draconian, just sufficiently costly, to deter the prohibited behavior.

Helland and Tabarrok\textsuperscript{19} examined whether California’s “three strikes and you’re out” law deters offending among individuals previously convicted of strike-eligible offenses (certain serious and violent felonies). The future offending of individuals convicted of two previous strikable offenses was compared with that of individuals who had been convicted of only one strikable offense but who, in addition, had been tried for a second strikable offense but were ultimately convicted of a nonstrikable offense (which could be any felony). The study demonstrates that these two groups of individuals were comparable on many characteristics such as age, race, and time in prison. Even so, Helland and Tabarrok found that arrest rates were about 20% lower for the group with convictions for two strikable offenses. The authors attributed this reduction
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to the greatly enhanced sentence that would have accompanied conviction for a third strikable offense. Note, however, that their cost-benefit analysis found that the cost of 25 years or more of imprisonment accompanying conviction for the third-strike offense likely far exceeded the crime-avoidance benefits.

Raphael and Ludwig examined the deterrent effect of sentence enhancements for gun crimes that formed the basis for a Richmond, Virginia, intervention called Project Exile. Perpetrators of gun crimes, specifically those with a felony record, were targets of federal prosecution that provided for far more-severe prison sentences for weapon use than Virginia state law. Based on an analysis involving comparisons of adult homicide arrest rates with juvenile homicide arrest rates within Richmond and comparisons of Richmond’s gun homicide rate with other cities that had comparable pre-intervention homicide rate trends, Raphael and Ludwig concluded that the threat of enhanced sentence had no apparent deterrent effect.

For most crimes, the certainty and severity of punishment increases markedly upon reaching the age of majority, when jurisdiction for criminal wrongdoing shifts from the juvenile to the adult court. In an extraordinarily careful analysis of individual-level crime histories from Florida, Lee and McCrary attempted to identify an abrupt decline in offending at age 18, the age of majority in Florida. Their point estimate of the discontinuous change was negative as predicted, but it was very small in magnitude and not even remotely close to statistical significance.

Another analysis of the effect of moving from the jurisdiction of the juvenile to adult courts by Hjalmarsson used the 1997 National Longitudinal Survey of Youth to examine whether young males’ perception of incarceration risk changed at the age of criminal majority. She found that, on average, subjective probabilities of being sent to jail for auto theft increased by 5.2 percentage points when youths reached the age of majority in their state of residence. While youths perceived an increase in incarceration risk, she found no convincing evidence of an effect on their self-reported criminal behavior.

These five exemplary studies have important implications for the relationship of sentence length to the crime rate. Figure 1 depicts two alternative forms of the deterrence response function relating crime rate to sentence length. Both are downward-sloping, which captures the idea that increases in severity deter
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crime. Suppose the status-quo sentence length was $S_1$. That would imply that the crime rate, $C_1$, is the same for both forms of the response function relating crime rate to sentence length. The curves are also drawn so that they predict the same crime rate for a sentence length of zero. Thus, the absolute deterrent effect of the status-quo sanction level is the same for both curves. However, from a policy perspective, the absolute deterrent effect is not relevant for serious crime because nobody would recommend reducing sentence length to zero. Instead the policy relevant question is how much would crime change by incrementally changing the status quo sanction level, $S_1$. Because the two curves have different shapes, they imply different responses to an incremental increase in sentence level to $S_2$. The linear curve (A) is meant to depict a response function in which there is a material deterrent effect accompanying the increase to $S_2$, whereas the non-linear curve (B) is meant to depict a small crime-reduction response due to diminishing deterrent returns with increasing sentence length. Stated differently, the non-linear curve captures what economists call “diminishing marginal returns,” which in this context means that there are diminishing marginal crime prevention returns resulting from increases in sentence length.

Figure 1: Crime Rate and Sentence Length

My reading of the evidence on the deterrent effect of sentence length is that it implies that the relationship between crime rate and sentence length more closely conforms to curve B than curve A. Raphael and Ludwig24 found no evidence that

gun-crime enhancements deter; Lee and McCrary\(^{25}\) and Hjalmarsson\(^{26}\) found no evidence that the greater penalties that attend moving from the juvenile to the adult justice systems deter; and Helland and Tabarrok\(^{27}\) found only a small deterrent effect from California’s third-strike rule. As a consequence, the deterrent return to increasing an already long sentence appears to be small, possibly zero.

The fine-payment experiment also suggests that curve B, not curve A, more closely resembles what in medical jargon would be described as the “dose-response” relationship between crime and sentence length. While the study is not directed at the deterrence of criminal behavior, it does suggest that, unlike increments in long sentences, increments in short sentences do have a material deterrent effect on a crime-prone population.

### B. DETERRENT EFFECT OF POLICING

The police may prevent crime through many possible mechanisms. Apprehension of active offenders is a necessary first step for their conviction and punishment. If the sanction involves imprisonment, crime may be prevented by the incapacitation of the apprehended offender. Many police tactics, such as rapid response to calls for service or post-crime investigation, are intended not only to capture the offender but to deter others by projecting a tangible threat of apprehension. Police may, however, deter without actually apprehending criminals—their very presence may deter a motivated offender from carrying out a contemplated criminal act.

Research on the deterrent effect of police has evolved in two distinct literatures. One has focused on the deterrent effect of the level of police numbers. The other has focused on the crime-prevention effectiveness of different strategies for deploying police. These two literatures are reviewed separately.

1. Studies of levels of police numbers and resources

Studies of the effect of police numbers and resources come in two forms. One is an analogue of the imprisonment-rate and crime-rate studies described in the prior section. These studies are based on panel datasets, usually of U.S. cities over the period around 1970 to 2000. They relate the rates of FBI Index Crimes (intentional homicide, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, and certain forms of theft) to the resources committed to policing as measured by police per capita or police expenditures per capita. Examples of this form
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of study include Levitt\textsuperscript{28} and Evans and Owens.\textsuperscript{29} The second form of study is more targeted and analyzes the impact on crime that results from abrupt changes in the level of policing due, for example, to terror alerts. Both types of studies consistently find that greater police resources reduce crime.

In my view, the most convincing evidence comes from the abrupt-change type of study in circumstances where the regime change is clearly attributable to an event unrelated to the crime rate. For example, in September 1944, German soldiers occupying Denmark arrested the entire Danish police force. According to an account by Andenaes,\textsuperscript{30} crime rates rose immediately but not uniformly. The frequency of street crimes like robbery, whose control depends heavily upon visible police presence, rose sharply. By contrast, crimes like fraud were less affected.\textsuperscript{31}

Contemporary tests of the police-crime relationship based on abrupt decreases in police presence investigate the impact on crime of reductions in police presence and productivity as a result of large budget cuts or lawsuits following racial-profiling scandals.\textsuperscript{32} Such studies have examined the Cincinnati Police Department,\textsuperscript{33} the New Jersey State Police,\textsuperscript{34} and the Oregon State Police.\textsuperscript{35} Each of these studies concludes that decreases in police presence and activity substantially increase crime. For example, Shi studied the fallout from an incident in Cincinnati in which a white police officer shot and killed an unarmed African-American suspect.\textsuperscript{36} The incident was followed by rioting, heavy media attention, a federal civil-rights investigation, and the indictment of the officer in question. These events created an unofficial incentive for officers from the Cincinnati Police Department to curtail their use of arrest for misdemeanor crimes. Shi demonstrated measurable declines in police
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productivity in the aftermath of the riot and also documented a substantial increase in criminal activity.

The ongoing threat of terrorism has also provided a number of unique opportunities to study the impact of police resource allocation in cities around the world, including the District of Columbia, Buenos Aires, Stockholm, and London. The Klick and Tabarrok study examined the effect on crime in the Mall area of Washington, D.C., of the color-coded alert system implemented in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. The purpose of the alerts was to signal federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies to occasions when it might be prudent to divert resources to sensitive locations, such as the Mall. Klick and Tabarrok used daily police reports of crime for the period starting in March 2002 to July 2003, during which time the terrorism alert level rose from “elevated” (yellow) to “high” (orange) and back down to “elevated” on four occasions. During high alerts, anecdotal evidence suggested that police presence increased by 50 percent. Such increases were associated with statistically significant crime reductions.

To summarize, studies of police presence consistently find that putting more police officers on the street has a substantial deterrent effect on serious crime. Yet these police manpower studies speak only to the number and allocation of police officers and not to what police officers actually do on the street beyond making arrests.

2. Police deployment and crime

Much research has examined the crime-prevention effectiveness of alternative strategies for deploying police resources. This research has largely been conducted by criminologists. Among this group of researchers, the preferred research designs are interrupted time series studies of the effect of
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targeted interventions and true randomized experiments. The discussion that follows draws heavily upon two excellent reviews of this research by Weisburd and Eck and Braga.

For the most part, deployment strategies affect the certainty of punishment through their impact on the probability of apprehension. One way to increase apprehension risk is to mobilize police in a fashion that increases the probability that an offender is arrested after committing a crime. I have described police acting in this role as apprehension agents. Strong evidence of a deterrent as opposed to an incapacitation effect resulting from the apprehension of criminals is limited. Studies of the effect of rapid response to calls for service did not directly test for deterrence but found no evidence of improved apprehension effectiveness. This may be because most calls for service occur well after the crime, with the result that the perpetrator has fled the scene. Similarly, apprehension risk is probably not materially increased by improved investigations.

The second source of deterrence from police activities involves averting crime in the first place. In this circumstance, there is no apprehension because there is no offense. I have described police acting in this role as sentinels. In my view, the sentinel role is the primary source of deterrence from policing. Thus, measures of apprehension risk based only on enforcement actions in response to crimes that actually occur, such as arrests per reported crime, are not valid measures of the apprehension risk represented by criminal opportunities not acted upon because the risk was deemed too high.
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One example of sentinel-like police deployment strategies that have been shown to be effective in averting crime in the first place is “hot spots” policing. The idea of hot-spots policing stems from a striking empirical regularity uncovered by Sherman and colleagues, who found that only 3% of addresses and intersections (“places,” as they were called) in Minneapolis produced 50% of all calls to the police. Twenty-five years later in a study in Seattle, Washington, Weisburd and colleagues reported that between 4% and 5% of street segments in the city accounted for 50% of crime incidents for each year over a 14-year period.

The first test of the effectiveness of concentrating police resources on crime hot spots was conducted by Sherman and Weisburd. In this randomized experiment, hot spots in the experimental group were subjected to, on average, a doubling of police patrol intensity compared to hot spots in the control group. Declines in total crime calls ranged from 6% to 13%. In another randomized experiment, Weisburd and Green found that hot-spots policing was similarly effective in suppressing drug markets.

Braga’s informative review of hot-spots policing summarizes the findings from nine experimental or quasi-experimental evaluations. The targets of the police actions varied. Some hot spots were generally high-crime locations, whereas others were characterized by specific crime problems like drug trafficking. All but two of the studies found evidence of significant reductions in crime. Further, no evidence was found of material crime displacement to immediately surrounding locations. On the contrary, some studies found evidence of crime reductions, not increases, in the surrounding locations—a “diffusion of crime-control benefits” to non-targeted locales. Note also that the findings from the previously described econometric studies of focused police actions—for example, in response to terror alert level—buttress the conclusion that the strategic targeting of police resources can be very effective in reducing crime.

A second example of a sentinel-like policing strategy is problem-oriented policing. Problem-oriented policing involves organizing residents and property owners to help police identify the sources of violent and property crime, and then targeting these problems with focused deterrence-based warnings to
repeat offenders, increased police, citizen and technological monitoring, and better control of physical and social disorders. It also involves orchestrated efforts between police and prosecutors to increase sanction costs.

One of the most highly publicized instances of problem-oriented policing is Boston’s Operation Ceasefire. The objective of the operation was to prevent inter-gang gun violence using two deterrence-based strategies. The first strategy was to target enforcement against suppliers of weapons to Boston’s violent youth gangs. The second involved a more novel approach. The youth gangs themselves were assembled by the police on multiple occasions, in order to send the message that the response to any instance of serious violence would be “pulling every lever” legally available to punish gang members collectively. This included a salient severity-related dimension—vigorous prosecution for unrelated, nonviolent crimes such as drug dealing. Thus, the aim of Operation Ceasefire was to deter violent crime by increasing the certainty and severity of punishment, but only in targeted circumstances—specifically, if the gang members commit a violent crime.

Since Operation Ceasefire, the strategy of “pulling every lever” has been the centerpiece of field interventions in many large and small U.S. cities, including: Richmond, Virginia; Chicago, Illinois; Stockton, California; High Point, North Carolina; and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Independent evaluations have also been conducted of some of these interventions. The conclusions of these evaluations are varied, but Cook’s characterization of the much publicized High Point drug-market intervention seems apt: initial conclusions of eye-catchingly large effects have been replaced with far more modest assessments.
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of effect sizes and cautions about the generalizability of the results. Reuter and Pollack wondered whether a successful intervention in a small urban area such as High Point can be replicated in a large city such as Chicago. Ferrier and Ludwig pointed out the difficulty understanding the mechanism that underlies a seemingly successful intervention that pulls many levers. Despite concerns, these interventions illustrate the potential for combining elements of both certainty and severity enhancement to generate a targeted deterrent effect.

**III. POLICY IMPLICATIONS**

As noted in the introduction, an incarceration-based sanction policy that is designed to reduce crime by incapacitation will necessarily increase the rate of imprisonment. In contrast, if the crime-control policy also prevents crime by deterrence, it may be possible to reduce both imprisonment and crime—successful prevention by any mechanism, whether by deterrence or otherwise, has the virtue of averting not only crime but also the punishment of perpetrators. Hence, it is important to identify policies that decrease crime without having material impacts on imprisonment or, better yet, reduces it. Identification of such policies requires recognition of three important conclusions that have emerged from my recent reviews of the research evidence on general and specific deterrence.

First, there is little evidence that increases in the length of already long prison sentences yield general deterrent effects that are sufficient to justify their social and economic costs. Such severity-based deterrence measures include “three strikes and you’re out,” life without the possibility of parole, and other laws that mandate lengthy prison sentences. Further, while incapacitation is not the focus of this chapter, it is difficult to justify lengthy prison sentences on the basis of crime prevented by incapacitation. Aging is nature’s best cure for crime. A U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics study found that released prisoners who were 40 years old or older had a three-year rearrest rate for
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61. For a discussion of such laws, see Erik Luna, “Mandatory Minimums,” in the present Volume.

violent crimes 56% lower than their 24-year-old or younger counterparts. Aging is a necessary accompaniment to serving a lengthy sentence and the age-crime linkage implies that recidivism risk declines with age. The broad-based application of lengthy sentences in the United States is turning the nation’s prisons into old-age homes.

Second, based on the earlier noted review of the experience of imprisonment on recidivism, I have concluded that there is little evidence of a specific deterrent effect arising from the experience of imprisonment compared with the experience of noncustodial sanctions such as probation. Instead, the evidence suggests that reoffending is either unaffected or increased.

Third, there is substantial evidence that increasing the visibility of the police by hiring more officers and allocating existing officers in ways that materially heighten the perceived risk of apprehension can deter crime. This evidence is consistent with the perceptual deterrence literature that surveys individuals on their sanction-risk perceptions and relates these perceptions to their actual or intended offending behavior. This literature found that perceived certainty of punishment is associated with reduced self-reported or intended offending.

Thus, I conclude, as have many prior reviews of deterrence research, that evidence in support of the deterrent effect of various measures of the certainty of punishment is far more convincing and consistent than for the severity of punishment. However, as noted in the introduction, the certainty of punishment is conceptually and mathematically the product of a series of conditional probabilities—the probability of apprehension given commission of a crime, the probability of prosecution given apprehension, the probability of conviction given prosecution, and the probability of sanction given conviction. The evidence in support of certainty’s deterrent effect pertains
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almost exclusively to apprehension probability. Consequently, the conclusion that certainty, not severity, is the more effective deterrent is more precisely stated this way: The certainty of apprehension, and not the severity of the ensuing legal consequence, is the more effective deterrent.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This more precise statement has at least three important policy implications for criminal justice reform efforts:

1. **Lengthy prison sentences cannot be justified on the basis of crimes prevented by deterrence**, and as noted above, they are difficult to justify based on incapacitation benefits. Thus, the case for lengthy prison sentences must rest on retributive considerations.\(^6\)

2. **The empirical evidence from the policing and perceptual deterrence literature is silent on the deterrent effectiveness of policies that mandate incarceration after apprehension.** Such policies include mandatory minimum sentencing laws or sentencing guidelines that mandate incarceration. Thus, the revised certainty principle does not imply that policies mandating severe legal consequences have demonstrated deterrent effects.

3. **Crime prevention would be enhanced by shifting resources from imprisonment to policing** or, in periods of declining criminal justice system budgets, that policing should get a larger share of a smaller overall budget.

\(^6\) For a discussion of such considerations, see Jeffrie G. Murphy, “Retribution,” in the present Volume.